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The vertical transitions of Cu atoms, dimers, and tetramers deposited on the MgO surface have been
investigated by means ofab initio calculations based either on complete active space second-order
perturbation theory or on time-dependent density functional theory. Three adsorption sites have been
considered as representative of the complexity of the MgO surface: regular sites at flat~100!
terraces, extended defects such as monoatomic steps, and point defects such as neutral oxygen
vacancies~F or color centers!. The optical properties of the supported Cu clusters have been
compared with those of the corresponding gas-phase units. Upon deposition a substantial
modification of the energy levels of the supported cluster is induced by the Pauli repulsion with the
substrate. This causes shifts in the optical transitions going from free to supported clusters. The
changes in cluster geometry induced by the substrate have a much smaller effect on the optical
absorption bands. On F centers the presence of filled impurity levels in the band gap of MgO results
in a strong mixing with the empty levels of the Cu atoms and clusters with consequent deep changes
in the optical properties of the color centers. The results allow to interpret electron energy loss
spectra of Cu atoms deposited on MgO thin films. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1796311#

I. INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoclusters on oxides are attracting an increasing
interest for their potential impact in high-technological areas
like magnetic recording, optical properties, chemical reactiv-
ity on monodispersed catalysts, etc.1 The chemical properties
of supported nanoclusters deposited on oxide surfaces and
thin films and their potential use as model catalysts have
been studied in detail, while the number of studies dealing
with magnetic and optical properties of deposited nanopar-
ticles is scarce. Metal clusters on oxides are generally pro-
duced by self-assembling of deposited atoms from a metal
vapor.1 It is now quite well accepted that the nucleation and
growth of the metal aggregates occurs on point defects where
the diffusion of the atoms is inhibited by the strong interac-
tion with the substrate. On these sites the formation of
dimers and clusters has a much higher probability to occur
than on regular sites. Also when clusters are produced in a
molecular beam, mass selected, and deposited by soft-
landing techniques on oxide substrates, the clusters diffuse
on the surface until they become anchored to a point or an
extended defect.2,3 Atoms and clusters diffusion is inhibited
only at very low temperatures. The interaction with the de-
fect can modify significantly the properties of the deposited
cluster. For instance, it has been shown that a charge transfer
occurs from oxygen vacancies on ionic surfaces, such as

MgO, to a supported metal cluster and that this charge trans-
fer can turn an inactive species into an active catalyst.4 Thus,
going from a gas-phase cluster to a deposited one it is pos-
sible to induce major modifications of its electronic and geo-
metrical properties, in particular when the interaction with
the substrate involves a point defect. The interaction with
point defects is completely screened for large metal particles
of a few nanometer size, containing hundreds of atoms,
while is important for truly nanoclusters containing up to
about ten atoms.5

Small metal particles absorb light giving rise to collec-
tive excitations of electrons~plasmon excitation! described
by Mie theory.6 For a spherical gas-phase particle a single
Mie resonance is expected, but when the particle is deposited
on a substrate its shape changes from spherical to an ellip-
soid and two different resonances are expected, with excita-
tion dipole normal and parallel to the surface, respectively.
This has been observed recently for Ag particles of 2–3 nm
size deposited on mica, showing the effect of the substrate
interaction on the plasmon excitation of a cluster.7 However,
when the particle size decreases and becomes,1 nm elec-
trons do not behave any more according to the classical Mie
theory and their transitions must be described with the laws
of quantum mechanics, thus taking explicitly into account
the quantized nature of the energy levels. This opens in prin-
ciple the possibility to manipulate the optical properties as a
function of the cluster size, of the constituting elements, of
the substrate where it is deposited, of the point defect where
it is stabilized, etc. The detailed knowledge of the factors
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which affect the optical transitions of a nanocluster is thus
essential to design materials with desired optical response.8

Very few studies have been reported so far on the optical
properties of supported nanoclusters. Two of these studies
have been dealing with Cu and Ag atoms and clusters on
MgO thin films,9,10 thus motivating a theoretical study on
this topic.

In this paper we report results of state-of-the-art elec-
tronic structure calculations on the optical properties of Cu
atoms, dimers, and tetramers deposited on various sites of
the MgO surface. The determination of the ground-state ge-
ometry of the clusters adsorbed on regular sites, extended
defects~steps!, and on point defects like a neutral oxygen
vacancy ~F centers! has been done by means of gradient
corrected density functional theory~DFT! calculations. The
determination of the transition energies and intensities has
been done at the time-dependent DFT~TD-DFT! level, and
the results have been checked for small systems using a wave
function based multireference second-order perturbation
theory method. The results show that the changes in optical
transitions of Cu dimers or tetramers supported on MgO are
not due to the modest changes in the cluster geometry but to
the interaction with the substrate. This is particularly impor-
tant for F centers which deeply modify the ordering and the
nature of the levels involved in the cluster optical transitions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The vertical transitions of Cun clusters (n51,2,4) in gas
phase and supported on the MgO~100! surface have been
determined at the TD-DFT level.11 To confirm the validity of
the TD-DFT results, some of the transitions have been stud-
ied also using the complete active space second-order pertur-
bation theory12,13~CASPT2! method. This approach has been
restricted to free and supported Cu monomers and dimers.
The calculation of the ground-state properties and optimal
geometry has been done using a DFT approach based on the
hybrid B3LYP functional,14 where the Hartree Fock~HF!
exchange is mixed in with the DFT exchange using the
Becke three-parameter approach combined with the nonlocal
expression of the correlation functional proposed by Lee,
Yang, and Parr.15 This is also the functional adopted for the
TD-DFT calculations.

TD-DFT is based on the Kohn-Sham formulation of
DFT and uses the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Kohn-
Sham equation. The excitation energies are calculated from
the poles of the frequency-dependent polarizability and the
oscillator strengths from the residues. Recent studies have
shown that TD-DFT can be more accurate than the configu-
ration interaction single method,16 and that it can provide
transition energies with accuracy similar to that of multiref-
erence configuration interaction~MRCI! or coupled-cluster
methods.17 The TD-DFT approach starts to provide inaccu-
rate results for transitions to states close to or in the conduc-
tion band of a solid material.17 For this reason, our investi-
gation is restricted to the lowest two excitations allowed by
spin selection rules.

CASPT2 is a generalization to complete active space
self-consistent field~CASSCF! wave functions of the well-
known second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation scheme

~MP2! based on closed-shell HF reference wave functions,
and reduces rigorously to MP2 for CAS containing a single
closed-shell Slater determinant. An important part of the
nondynamical electron correlation effects is treated varia-
tionally in the CASSCF step, and the remainder, mainly dy-
namical electron correlation, is estimated by second-order
perturbation theory with the CASSCF as zeroth-order wave
function. This strategy combines the accuracy of a multiref-
erence configuration interaction treatment and the low com-
putational cost of a perturbational approach. The method has
been successfully applied to study excited states in solid state
compounds.18–21 For Cu monomers the active space used
includes 11 electrons in 12 orbitals, the 3d, 4s, and one of
the 4p orbitals plus an extra set of virtual orbitals mainly of
d character. It has been shown that for cases where thed
shell is more than half occupied the inclusion of this extra set
of virtual orbitals in the active space is necessary to properly
account for nondynamical correlation effects of thed
electrons.18 Moreover, for Cu interacting with a F center, two
additional electrons and two additional orbitals~the s-like
and p-like orbitals of the oxygen vacancy! were also in-
cluded in the active space. For the dimers the active space
contains ten electrons in ten orbitals which are thes compo-
nents of the 3d orbitals, their virtual counterparts and the
bonding and antibonding orbitals resulting from the combi-
nation of the Cu(4s) orbitals. The CASSCF/CASPT2 calcu-
lations have been performed using theMOLCAS 5 package.22

The MgO surface has been represented using an embed-
ded cluster model approach.23A large matrix of point charges
~62! placed at the lattice positions around the cluster repro-
duces with sufficient accuracy the long-range Madelung
field.24 The positive charges at the cluster borders have been
replaced by effective core potentials~ECP! to take into ac-
count the finite size of the Mg21 core and prevent an artifi-
cial polarization of oxide anions.25 Since the Cu-MgO inter-
action takes place essentially above oxygen anions,26–30 the
adsorption sites have been represented by the cluster models
centered on oxygen. These are O9Mg9ECP16 for Cu and Cu2
and O13Mg13ECP16 for Cu4 adsorbed on a MgO terrace
(O5c); O10Mg10ECP13 for Cu and Cu2 and O15Mg15ECP20

for Cu4 adsorbed on a MgO step site (O4c-O5c);
O8Mg9ECP16 for Cu and Cu2 and O12Mg13ECP16 for Cu4

adsorbed on an oxygen vacancy located at the MgO terrace
(F5c center!. In each case we have performed a geometry
optimization by placing the Cu atom, dimer, or tretramer
near an oxide anion or, for F centers, near the center of the
vacancy, and by starting the optimization from various initial
structures. For the small cluster models the substrate geom-
etry was kept fixed to the truncated bulk for terrace and step
sites, and to previously optimized structures for F centers.
For the larger clusters all the atoms in the first layer which
are not in direct contact with the embedding charges have
been relaxed during the geometry optimization. However,
details of the surface relaxation are not discussed since this is
small and does not affect significantly the transition energies.

The Kohn-Sham orbitals have been expanded on a
Gaussian-type atomic orbitals basis set. The Cu atoms were
treated by a small core ECP which includes explicitly in the
valence the 3s23p63d104s1 electrons; the basis set is of
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double-zeta plus polarization type.31 The basis set employed
for Mg and O atoms is 6-31G.32 The use of a larger
6-311G* basis set on all the atoms of the O9Mg9ECP16

cluster has been tested for the case of a single Cu atom. We
found that the first five transition energies are shifted to
higher values by 0.05–0.07 eV, with a change of 2% with
respect to the smaller basis. When one oxygen atom is re-
moved by the surface to form an F center one has to adopt a
sufficiently flexible basis set to describe the electron local-
ization in the vacancy: the solution adopted here is to use the
diffuse 6-311G basis set on the Mg ions surrounding the
vacancy.33 The binding energiesEads of Cu clusters to MgO
have not been corrected for the basis set superposition error
~BSSE!34 since this is not the main purpose of this paper.
Furthermore, the definition of the BSSE reference energies

for adsorbed metal clusters that change their structure upon
adsorption is not trivial.35 A test calculation for the case of
Cu atom adsorbed on a MgO terrace shows that the BSSE is
0.38 eV. Thus, one should keep in mind that all the adsorp-
tion energies reported in Tables I–III are overestimated. The
calculations have been performed with theGAUSSIAN98pack-
age for ab initio calculations.36 For the CASSCF/CASPT2
calculations larger basis sets are generally required. Thus,
for Cu and for the O atom directly interacting with Cu,
the all electron Atomic Natural Orbital ~ANO!
(21s15p10d6 f /7s6p5d3 f ) and (14s9p4d/4s3p1d) basis
set have been employed, respectively, whereas for the rest of
Mg and O atoms the ANO (13s8p/4s3p) and (14s9p/3s2p)
sets have been used. For the F center an uncontracted
(3s,2p,1d) has been placed at the center of the vacancy.37

TABLE I. Adsorption energy (Eads), shortest Cu-O distance,r (Cu-Onc), vertical transition energies (Te), and
oscillator strengths~f! for free and MgO supported Cu atoms.

Cu1

Free
Cu1 /MgO~O5c)

Terrace
Cu1 /MgO~O4c)

Step
Cu1 /MgO~F5c)
Oxygen vacancy

Eads (eV) ¯ 1.06 1.56 1.89
r (Cu-Onc) (Å) ¯ 2.229 1.928 3.442a

1st Te (eV) 1.38, 1.38, 1.38,
1.38, 1.38

2.29, 2.37, 2.37,
2.56, 2.57

1.91 0.53, 0.69, 0.69

@1.43#b @2.34,2.42,2.42,
2.67,2.69#b

f 0.000 0.000 0.083 0.000
Character 3d104s1→3d94s2 3d104s1→3d94s2 4s→4p s(F5c)→p(F5c)

3.89, 3.89, 3.89 1.94
2nd Te (eV) 2.63 2.53

@4.03#b @1.22#b

f 0.270 0.115 0.105 0.134
Character 4s→4p 4s→4p 4s→4p s(F5c)→4sp(Cu)1

p(F5c)

aThis corresponds to a vertical distance of the Cu atom from the surface plane of 1.730 Å.
bCASPT2 result.

TABLE II. Adsorption energy (Eads), dimer binding energy (Eb), Cu-Cu distance,r (Cu-Cu), binding energy
per atom (De /at), vertical transition energies (Te), and oscillator strengths~f! for free and MgO supported Cu
dimers.

Cu2

Free
Cu2 /MgO~O5c)

Terrace
Cu2 /MgO~O4c)

Step
Cu2 /MgO~F5c)
Oxygen vacancy

Eads (eV) ¯ 1.44 1.87 2.29
Eb (eV) ¯ 1.33 1.17 1.35
r (Cu-Cu! ~Å) 2.259 2.291 2.301 2.390
De / at (eV) 1.01 1.73 1.94 2.15

1st Te (eV) 2.53, 2.58, 2.58,
2.78, 2.78

@2.83#a

2.95 2.83 2.00, 2.19, 2.19

f 0.000 0.126 0.141 0.000
Character 3d10sg

2su*
0→

3d9sg
2su*

1
sg→su* sg→su* s(F5c)1su* →

pz(F5c), px,y(F5c)

2nd Te (eV) 2.89
@2.49#a

3.16, 3.16, 3.16,
3.17, 3.17

3.55 2.85

f 0.177 0.000 0.102 0.395
Character sg→su* 3d10sg

2su*
0→

3d9sg
2su*

1
sg→4sp(diffuse) s(F5c)1su* →

p(F5c)14sp(diffuse)

aCASPT2 result.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cu monomer

First, we consider the electronic transitions of a free Cu
atom, Table I. Cu has a@Ar#3d104s1 electronic configura-
tion. The lowest excitation is of 2S(3d104s1)
→2D (3d94s2) type. CASPT2 predicts this transition to oc-
cur at 1.43 eV. In TD-DFT we find five degenerate states at
1.38 eV above the ground state characterized by the transi-
tion of one 3d electron to the partially filled 4s orbital.
These transitions have zero oscillator strength as they are
forbidden by selection rules. Nevertheless, it is known from
atomic spectra that this transition occurs at 1.49 eV which
corresponds to the weighted average of the spin-orbit
levels.38,39 Within TD-DFT the space and spin symmetry is
not defined and hence excitations are defined by the configu-
ration change only. We find three allowed 4s14p0

→4s04p1 excitations at 3.89 eV~TD-DFT! with f 50.270.
These values are very close to the experimental value of 3.81
eV found for gas-phase Cu atoms, and assigned to the
4s14p0→4s04p1 excitation.38,39 The corresponding
CASPT2 value is 4.03 eV.

When atomic copper is supported on MgO it binds pref-
erentially to the oxygen anions of the surface or, if present, to
oxygen vacancies.27,29 The results show that the Cu adsorp-
tion energy increases in the order O5c,O4c,F5c , Table I.
On the regular terrace Cu binds with an energy of 1.06 eV
and a Cu-O distance of 2.23 Å, in agreement with previous
results26–30 ~notice that our adsorption energy is higher than
previous estimates since no BSSE correction has been ap-
plied!. The interaction with the surface perturbs the Cu elec-
tronic states, and shifts to higher energies the 4s level so that
the 3d104s1→3d94s2 excitation occurs now at 2.29 eV ac-
cording to TD-DFT results~at this level, the same transition
occurs at 1.38 eV in gas-phase, Table I!. The result for the
3d104s1→3d94s2 excitation in the supported Cu atom is
confirmed by CASPT2 which gives aTe52.34 eV, very
close to the TD-DFT value, Table I. This validates the use of
TD-DFT for supported atoms and clusters. This transition
however has no intensity and cannot be observed in optical
absorption measurements. The destabilization of the Cu 4s
level is a consequence of the Pauli repulsion with the sur-

face, and is also the reason for the relatively weak interaction
with MgO. For the same reason, the gap between the 4s and
the 4p related states is reduced for adsorbed Cu and the
4s14p0→4s04p1 excitation has aTe of 2.63 eV, Table I, i.e.,
about 1.3 eV lower than in gas phase. Experimentally, the
electron energy loss spectra~EELS! of thermally evaporated
Cu atoms on MgO thin films at very low temperature~30 K!
show an intense absorption at 2.7 eV followed by other ab-
sorptions at 3.9 and 5.1 eV.9 These transitions are clearly due
to the deposited Cu atoms as no feature in this energy win-
dow is found for the clean MgO films. By comparison with
transitions of Cu atoms and Cu1 ions, the band at 2.7 eV has
been assigned to a 3d10→3d94s1 excitation of Cu1 and the
band at 3.9 eV to the 4s→4p transition of neutral Cu
atoms.9,10Our results, on the contrary, provide strong support
to the hypothesis that the transition at 2.7 eV observed ex-
perimentally is due to neutral Cu atoms and has 4s→4p
character. It should be noticed, in addition, that the mecha-
nism to create Cu1 ions on the surface of a nonreducible
oxide as MgO is unclear, unless major damage to the surface
is produced in the phase of Cu atoms deposition. The 3d10

→3d94s1 excitation of Cu1 gives rise to two different tran-
sitions at 2.81 eV (1S→3D) and 3.26 eV (1S→1D);38,39

both are forbidden either because of spin or because of sym-
metry selection rules so that it is difficult to assign any of
them to the very intense peak at 2.7 eV.

On a monoatomic step of MgO the Cu atom interacts
with the O4c site, d(O4c-Cu)51.93 Å and d(O5c-Cu)
53.58 Å. The distance to the step atom is shorter, and the
interaction is stronger, Table I, than on a terrace site. This
causes a significant change in the position of the 4s and 4p
levels of Cu, which are considerably mixed. The lowest ex-
citation involves the 4s and 4p states and not the 3d ones.
This means that the 3d104s1→3d94s2 transition occurs at
energies higher than 2.5 eV and is not included in our calcu-
lations. The first excitation is found at 1.91 eV and has
4s14p0→4s04p1 character, although the orbitals are
strongly hybridized resulting in states exhibiting a mixed na-
ture. The second excited state has similar character and ap-
pears at 2.53 eV, Table I. Both transitions at 1.91 and 2.53 eV
have finite transition probabilities, Table I. The correspond-

TABLE III. Adsorption energy (Eads), binding energy per atom (De /at), vertical transition energies (Te), and
oscillator strengths~f! for free and MgO supported Cu tetramers.

Cu4

Free
Cu4 /MgO~O5c)

Terrace
Cu4 /MgO~O4c)

Step
Cu4 /MgO~F5c)
Oxygen vacancy

Eads (eV) ••• 2.28 2.32 3.45
De /at (eV) 1.31 1.88 1.89 2.17

1st Te (eV) 1.19 1.76 1.42 1.92
f 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.000

Character b3u(4sp)→b2u(4sp) b3u(4sp)→b2u(4sp) b3u(4sp)→
b2u(4sp)13s(Mg)

s(F5c)1b2u(4sp)→
s(F5c)2b2u(4sp)

2nd Te (eV) 2.78, 2.79, 2.79,
2.80, 2.86

2.61 2.58 2.51

f 0.102 0.448 0.359 0.131
Character 3d→b2u(4sp) b3u(4sp)→b2u(4sp) b3u(4sp)→

b2u(4sp)13s(Mg)
s(F5c)1b2u(4sp)→
s(F5c)2b2u(4sp)
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ing excitation occurs at 3.89 eV in gas phase and at 2.63 eV
on a MgO terrace. This means that the 4s states are progres-
sively destabilized compared to the 4p one going from free
Cu, to Cu on a terrace and on a step, reducing the 4s14p0

→4s04p1 transition and increasing the 3d104s1→3d94s2

one. Thus, two allowed transitions at 1.9 and 2.5 eV are
found for Cu atoms bound at steps. In the original spectrum
of Schaffneret al.,9,10 for very low coverages of Cu, 0.06
ML, a relatively broad feature just above 2 eV is seen with
more pronounced peaks at 2.4 and 2.7 eV. We suggest that
the relatively broad feature in the EELS spectrum in the re-
gion 2.4–2.7 eV is due to Cu atoms adsorbed on both terrace
and step sites. Notice that the low deposition temperature, 30
K, is such to prevent diffusion of the Cu atoms on the sur-
face. Under these conditions, it is likely that the atoms re-
main close to the surface site where they have been depos-
ited, thus being stabilized at flat terraces or eventually steps.
By raising the temperature, it is known that metal atoms
diffuse on the surface until they become trapped at point
defects where the interaction with the substrate is much
stronger.1

F centers have specific optical properties connected to
the presence of two electrons trapped in the cavity formed by
removing the oxygen atom.40 The two electrons occupy an
s-like state ofa1 symmetry in the gap of MgO. We denote
this state ass(F5c). The lowest excitations on surface F cen-
ters occur around 3–3.5 eV according toab initio
calculations41 and EELS measurements on oxygen deficient
MgO thin films.42 This transition involves states withs(F5c)
and p(F5c) character, respectively.41 Therefore, F centers
possess typical optical properties and excitations in an en-
ergy window which is not too far from that of the transitions
of Cu atoms. The interaction of a Cu atom with an F center
results in a vertical distance of Cu from the surface plane,
zCu51.73 Å, shorter than in previous cases as the atom par-
tially penetrates into the vacancy. The Cu 4s orbital strongly
interacts with thes(F5c) state of the F center forming a
bonding and an antibonding combination where three elec-
trons are accommodated, one from Cu and two from the F
center. Since the 4s level is lower in energy, a charge transfer
of one electron occurs from the F center to Cu, leaving a
single electron into thes(F5c) state. Above this level there
are thep-type states of the vacancy ofe and a1 symmetry.
The lowest excitations are thus from the singly occupied
s(F5c) level to the emptypx,y(F5c) andpz(F5c) states of the
vacancy. They have no intensity and are rather low in energy,
Te50.53– 0.69 eV. However, these low energy excitations
do not show up in CASPT2 calculations for Cu on F5c .
Considering that the nature of these transitions is not com-
pletely clarified and that they have no intensity, no particular
meaning should be attributed to these excited states in the
following discussion.

The first allowed transition,f 50.134, occurs at 1.94 eV
and involves the excitation of the electron occupying the
s(F5c) vacancy state to states with mixed Cu 4sp and va-
cancy empty states character. The lowest excitation predicted
by the CASPT2 method has a similar physical character but
it appears at somewhat lower energy, 1.22 eV. Both methods
predict this excitation at energies lower than for a surface F

center since here the vacancy levels are pushed towards the
bottom of the conduction band by the interaction with the
Cu 4s orbital. However, one must notice that the resulting
excited state falls within the MgO conduction band and has
quite diffuse character, two conditions where both the cluster
model approximation and the TD-DFT approach start to fail.
For this reason, the prediction of these transitions in the 1.3–
1.9 eV range must be considered with some care.

To summarize this section, we have shown how various
mechanisms can significantly affect the optical transitions of
an adsorbed Cu atom on the MgO surface and we have done
a tentative assignment of the experimentally reported EELS
spectra of Cu1 /MgO.9,10 In the following we extend this
analysis to the case of very small Cu aggregates.

B. Cu2 dimer

The Cu2 molecule has a1Sg
1 ground state in gas phase,

separated by 1.90 eV from the lowest triplet,3Su
1 .43 The

calculated bond length, 2.26 Å, dissociation energy per atom,
De / at 51.01 eV, and singlet-triplet separation, 1.86 eV,
of gas-phase Cu2 are very close to the experimental values
(r e52.22 Å, De / at 51.04 eV).44 Thus, the ground-state
properties of the Cu dimer are properly reproduced by the
B3LYP functional. When deposited on the MgO surface the
ground state remains singlet, with the triplet being 3.19 eV
higher in energy. Thus, all the excitations discussed in the
following are singlet to singlet transitions, Table II. The first
excitation of Cu2 involves asg→su* transition wheresg

andsu* are the bonding and antibonding combinations of the
Cu 4s orbitals. Thes→s* transition in TD-DFT occurs at
2.89 eV and has an oscillator strengthf 50.177; in CASPT2,
Te52.49 eV is slightly smaller. Experimentally, the lowest
excited singlet state,1Su

1(sg→su* ), lies at 2.70 eV above
the ground state.45 3d→s* transitions have been observed
experimentally46 or predicted theoretically47 to occur at
higher energies than thesg→su* one ~around 3.1–3.2 eV!.
This kind of transition, with little intensity, is found also at
the TD-DFT level, but the corresponding energy isTe

52.53 eV. The fact that the 3d→s* transition in TD-DFT
~2.53 eV! is lower than thes→s* one ~2.89 eV! could re-
flect a multireference character of the corresponding excited
state which is not properly described by this computational
approach. In fact, CASPT2 calculations support this view
and properly predict the transition at 2.83 eV, thus at a higher
Te than thes→s* transition, in agreement with experiment.

The geometry of supported Cu2 is similar on a MgO
terrace or step: compared to gas phase, there is an elongation
of the Cu-Cu bond by 0.03–0.04 Å only. This reflects the
moderate interaction of the Cu dimer with the surface with
binding energies of 1.44 eV on the terrace and 1.87 eV on
the step, Table II~both values are overestimated by the
BSSE!. The molecule interacts with a surface oxygen atom
and is oriented normal to the surface~terrace! or forms an
angle of about 45° with the surface normal~step!, see Figs.
1~a! and 1~b!. The same configuration of Cu2 on a MgO
terrace site has been found by Musolino, Selloni, and Car
with a periodic Car-Parrinello approach.30 On a step, Cu2 in
triplet state interacts with both the O5c and O4c sites, a ge-
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ometry which is unstable for the singlet configuration. On an
F center Cu2 assumes a normal orientation similar to that
found for a terrace, with one Cu atom close to the vacancy
and the other pointing outside the surface, Fig. 1~c!. The
binding of Cu2 to an F center is stronger than on a terrace,
Table II, and the Cu-Cu bond is elongated by 0.13 Å com-
pared to gas phase. Also in this case a different geometry is
found for the triplet, Fig. 1~d!: the dimer is now tilted with
one atom above the vacancy and the second one pointing
towards an oxygen ion around the cavity. Also on an F cen-
ter, however, the triplet state is higher in energy and will not
be considered any further.

We consider now the transition energies for the sup-
ported Cu dimer. On a terrace, the calculateds→s* transi-
tion energy is slightly higher than in the gas phase~2.95 eV
versus 2.89 eV! indicating that the relative position of thes
ands* levels did not change significantly upon adsorption.
This is true also when we consider the step site where the
s→s* transition occurs at 2.83 eV, Fig. 2~a!. For compari-

son, thes→s* transition of free Cu2 computed at the Cu-Cu
distance of the molecule adsorbed on a step, 2.30 Å, is 2.86
eV, indicating that the change in the Cu-Cu distance has little
effect on the transition energy. Thus, the prediction is that a
Cu2 molecule adsorbed on a terrace or a step site will absorb
near 2.8–2.9 eV~the corresponding oscillator strength is
0.13–0.14, Table II!. Things are more complex for the sec-
ond transition. On a terrace, a series of absorptions with no
intensity has been found around 3.16 eV, Table II. The tran-
sitions, which involve the Cu 3d states and the Cu2 s* level,
are shifted to higher energies with respect to free Cu2 . The
reason is that the Pauli repulsion of the occupied states on
Cu2 with those of the MgO surface destabilizes thes and the
s* levels with largely Cu 4s character, while the localized
3d states are less affected. In this way, thes→s* separation
remains more or less unchanged and the corresponding tran-
sition is similar to the gas-phase one, while the 3d→s* one
is shifted to higher energies. This effect is even more pro-
nounced when Cu2 is bound at a step. Here in fact the 3d
→s* transitions are even higher, so that in the calculation
the second singlet-to-singlet excitation goes from thes level
to diffuse Cu 4sp orbitals, Table II, and has some Rydberg
character. A comparison with experiment is not simple. In
fact, an EELS spectrum has been reported only for
Cu3 /MgO, although Cu2 /MgO should have a similar
spectrum.9,10 A series of bands at 1.7, 2.4, 2.7, 3.2, 3.9, and
5.1 eV has been observed. The problem is complicated by
the fact that it is likely that the Cu trimers undergo fragmen-
tation when they are deposited on the surface.

On an F5c center the interaction of Cu2 takes place by
forming a bonding and an antibonding combination between
the doubly occupieds(F5c) state of the vacancy and thes*
state of Cu2 , Fig. 2~b!. The consequence of this orbital mix-
ing is a partial charge delocalization of the F center electrons
towards the Cu dimer, which explains the elongation of the
Cu-Cu bond, Fig. 1~c!. The lowest transitions, with no inten-
sity, occur around 2.0–2.2 eV from the doubly occupied
level with mixeds(F5c)1s* character, to the emptyp(F5c)
states of the vacancy. A strong transition is then predicted to
occur at 2.85 eV, Table II. This second transition involves as
final state a combination of thep(F5c) state and the Cu2 4sp
diffuse levels, but, being close to the bottom of the MgO
conduction band, it should be considered with some care.

In conclusion, while on a terrace or step sites thes→s*
transition of Cu2 is almost unaffected by the interaction with
the oxide surface, on an F center the strong interaction and
orbital mixing leads to a completely different optical spec-
trum. The nucleation of a Cu2 molecule on F centers should
result in a bleaching of the optical transitions typical of this
center, although the conclusions about this point are not be-
yond question.

Before concluding this section, we briefly comment on
the energy changes associated to the formation of a MgO
supported Cu dimer from the combination of two diffusing
Cu atoms on the surface. Dimers represent the first step in
nucleation and growth of supported metal clusters.48 It has
been shown recently that Pd dimers form preferentially at
defect sites of the MgO surface.49 In fact, defects are good
trapping sites where the diffusion of the metal atoms on the

FIG. 1. Structure of a Cu2 dimer adsorbed on the MgO surface.~a! Terrace
site; ~b! step site;~c! F center~singlet ground state!; ~d! F center~triplet!.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the orbital energy diagram for~a! Cu2

adsorbed on a step, and~b! Cu2 adsorbed on a F center. Only the most
relevant levels involved in the lowest transitions are shown.
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surface ends. An accurate analysis has shown that divacan-
cies and charged F1 centers are good sites for Pd dimeriza-
tion on MgO, while other defects like neutral F centers, or
steps can act as nucleation sites only at very low
temperature.49 To evaluate the tendency of Cu atoms to
dimerize on MgO we defineEb , the dimer binding energy,
which measures the stability of the adsorbed Cu dimer with
respect to two Cu adatoms, one of which is bound on a
terrace O5c anion and the other on a specific defect:

Eb52E~Cu2 /MgOIsite!2E~MgOIO5c!

1E~Cu1 /MgOIsite!1E~Cu1 /MgOIO5c!. ~1!

The computed adsorption energies,Eads in Table I, show that
Cu binds more efficiently to a step~1.56 eV! than on a ter-
race ~1.06 eV!, and even more strongly to an oxygen va-
cancy ~1.89 eV!. However, the dimer binding energy,Eb ,
Table II, is virtually the same on a terrace~1.33 eV! or on an
F center~1.35 eV! and only slightly smaller on a step~1.17
eV!. This means that~a! MgO is on always convenient to
form a Cu dimer from two Cu adatoms, and~b! dimer for-
mation is independent of the adsorption site and can occur
even on the flat terraces. This reflects the fact that the for-
mation of a Cu dimer implies the coupling of two 4s elec-
trons with formation of a Cu-Cus bond whose strength is
not very dependent on the MgO site. In fact, the dimer bind-
ing energy on the MgO surface, 1.2–1.3 eV, Table II, is not
too different from the Cu2 dissociation energy in gas phase,
1.14 eV.

C. Cu4 tetramer

Gas-phase Cu4 has a rhombic-planar structure, Fig. 3~a!,
both in its1Ag(b3u)2(b2u)0 and3B1g(b3u)1(b2u)1 electronic
states~for the notation we assume a perfectD2h symmetry
with the long diagonal of the rhombus oriented along thex
direction!. In the singlet ground state the Cu-Cu distances,

2.45 Å, are longer than in Cu2 ; the internal angles are 56°
and 124°. In the triplet excited state the distances are 2.40 Å
and the angles 70° and 110°. The binding energy per Cu
atom is of 1.31 eV, Table III. The ground-state electronic
structure is characterized by a series of 3d-like states fol-
lowed by two doubly occupiedag andb3u levels with bond-
ing and nonbonding character, respectively, formed from
combinations of 4s and 4p Cu orbitals. The lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital, LUMO, is a mixture of 4s and 4p
orbitals of b2u symmetry. The HOMO→LUMO (b3u

→b2u) transition energy computed at the TD-DFT level is
1.19 eV but does not carry intensity. The next low-lying
excited states are almost degenerate and involve a transition
from the localized 3d states to theb2u LUMO of Cu4 : they
appear ;2.80 eV and have appreciable intensity (f
50.102). This kind of excitation has been observed experi-
mentally for matrix-isolated Cu tetramers by Moskovits and
Hulse46 who assigned the optical absorption measured at
2.92–3.07 eV to a 3d→4s transition.

Cu4 binds much more strongly to MgO than the mono-
mer or the dimer. On regular or step sites the adhesion en-
ergy is of about 2.3 eV, while on an F center is of 3.45 eV,
Table III. In all cases the ground state remains singlet, and
the structure does not deviate markedly from that of the gas
phase, remaining pseudorhombic, Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. One
edge of the Cu4 cluster is nearly on top of two oxide anions
of the surface; this configuration is the same as found by
Musolino, Selloni, and Car30 from Carr-Parrinello simula-
tions. On a step, this involves both the O4c site on the step
and the O5c anion in the basal plane; on an F center one Cu
atom occupies the center of the vacancy, while the second
binds to an O anion at the border of the vacancy, Fig. 3~d!.
The bonding to the substrate causes a;0.1 Å elongation of
the Cu-Cu bond of the cluster edge in direct contact with the
MgO surface and much less on the opposite side although
the internal angles remain close to 60°. The fact that even on
the F center there is only a slight elongation of the Cu-Cu
bonds is not in contrast with the possible occurrence of a
partial charge transfer from the vacancy to the cluster as
found for the Cu2 dimer. In fact, the ground-state structure of
a free Cu4

2 cluster anion remains rhombic with Cu-Cu dis-
tances nearly identical to those of the neutral form,
r (Cu-Cu)52.45 Å. Notice that the structure of supported
Cu4 in a triplet state is generally not very distorted compared
to the singlet one. An exception is that of an F center where
triplet Cu4 assumes a tetrahedral shape with one apex of the
tetrahedron pointing towards the cavity.

On a terrace site, the HOMO→LUMO transition of Cu4
occurs at 1.76 eV and has no intensity. The transition energy
is higher than in gas phase~1.19 eV! because the 4s-4p
empty states are shifted to higher energies by the Pauli re-
pulsion with the substrate. This is clearly shown by a plot of
the HOMO and LUMO densities for a free Cu4 cluster and
for the same cluster supported on the MgO terrace, Fig. 4.
The plot shows the polarization of the Cu4 orbitals away
from the surface as a consequence of the Pauli repulsion. For
the same reason, also the transition from the localized 3d
levels to the empty 4s-4p states is shifted to higher energies,
out of the range of the transitions studied in the present

FIG. 3. Structure of a Cu4 tetramer adsorbed on the MgO surface in its
singlet ground state.~a! Gas phase;~b! terrace site;~c! step site;~d! F center.
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work. The consequence is that the second low-lying singlet
excited state is found at 2.61 eV above the ground state; the
excitation goes from the HOMO to 4s-4p empty orbitals
with antibonding character. The transition has a strong inten-
sity ( f 50.448), Table III. We have computed the lowestTe

of gas phase Cu4 using the geometry of the supported cluster,
but the computed value, 1.16 eV, is very close to that of the
fully optimized gas-phase cluster, 1.19 eV. This shows un-
ambiguously that the modification of the Cu4 optical proper-
ties is a direct consequence of the electronic interaction with
the substrate~in particular the Pauli repulsion!, and not of the
change in geometry.

These results are confirmed by the analysis of the tran-
sitions of Cu4 bound at a step site. Here the geometry is even
more distorted than on a terrace site, with two of the Cu-Cu
edges expanded up to 2.71 Å, Fig. 3~c!. The interaction with
MgO leads to a destabilization of the Cu4 empty states which
are shifted towards the bottom of the MgO conduction band.
As a result, these states are mixed in with the Mg 3s states of
the low-coordinated Mg cations which contribute to the bot-
tom of the MgO conduction band. The HOMO→LUMO
transition occurs at 1.42 eV and, as for free Cu4 and for Cu4
supported on terrace sites, has no intensity. The next transi-
tion is similar to that of Cu4 on MgO terraces, as it occurs at
2.58 eV and has a strong intensity (f 50.395). As for Cu2 ,
also in this case we have to mention that the partial mixing
with empty Mg states indicates a delocalized character of the
transition, so that the computedTe values must be taken with
some care.

On the F5c center the geometry is not much distorted
compared to gas phase and, as pointed out above, the major
change is the elongation to 2.57 Å of the Cu-Cu bond at the
interface, Fig. 3~d!. The presence of a metal cluster with four
4sp valence electrons and of two electrons trapped in the
vacancy introduces a number of states in the MgO gap, Fig.
5. These states are higher in energy than the Cu 3d states
which are found just above the top of the O 2p valence band.
The Cu 4sp empty levels and the doubly occupieds(F5c)
state are strongly mixed, Fig. 5, with partial charge transfer

from the vacancy to Cu4 , so that the analysis of the transi-
tions on this system is less straightforward than in previous
cases. The lowest singlet→singlet~HOMO→LUMO! transi-
tion occurs from the bonding combination of the vacancy
level with the Cu4 b2u LUMO to the corresponding antibond-
ing combination; this is (F5c)1b2u(4sp)→s(F5c)
2b2u(4sp), with a transition energy of 1.92 eV but zero
intensity. Another transition is found with similar character
but the excited state has boths(F5c) and Cu 5s ~Rydberg!
character. The correspondingTe is 2.51 eV and the oscillator
strength is 0.131, Table III. Also in this case the transition
energy for the unsupported Cu4 cluster at the same geometry
obtained on the F center is 1.01 eV, much closer to that of
gas-phase Cu4 , 1.19 eV, than to the value for
Cu4 /MgO~F5c), 1.92 eV, Table III. This confirms that the
changes in optical properties depend more on the electronic
interaction with the oxide than on the changes in geometry
upon adsorption.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have considered the optical properties of
Cu monomers, dimers, and tetramers deposited on various
sites of the MgO surface. In particular, the study has been
done for metal atoms and clusters adsorbed on a~100! ter-
race, on an extended defect such as a step, and on a point
defect such as the neutral oxygen vacancy~F center!. While
this is far from providing a complete mapping of the inter-
action of a Cu cluster with the various defects of the MgO
surface,50 it gives a first basis to rationalize the effects which
determine changes in the optical transitions of a metal cluster
deposited on an oxide support. To this end, also the optical
properties of the corresponding free clusters have been con-
sidered. The calculations have been performed at the TD-
DFT level using the hybrid B3LYP functional. For the gas-

FIG. 4. Plot of theb3u ~HOMO! and of theb2u ~LUMO! orbitals of free
Cu4—~a! and ~b!—and of Cu4 supported on the MgO terrace,~c! and ~d!.

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the orbital energy diagram for Cu4

adsorbed on an F center. Only the most relevant levels involved in the
lowest transitions are shown.
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phase clusters and for a few simple cases of supported
species the calculations have been done also using the so-
phisticated wave function based CASPT2 approach. Unfor-
tunately, the use of this method is restricted to cases where
the number of electrons and orbitals included in the active
space is limited. Still, from the comparison of the TD-DFT
and CASPT2 results with the existing experimental data we
obtained a validation of the results for the larger and more
complex systems studied only at the TD-DFT level.

The results can be summarized in the following main
conclusions.

~1! The results for isolated Cu atoms deposited on MgO
help to assign the bands in the EELS spectra of Schaffner
et al.9,10 Different from what has been proposed originally,
i.e., that the feature at 2.7 eV is due to Cu1 ions, we suggest
that this band is due to the 4s→4p transition of the neutral
Cu atoms stabilized on the oxide anions of the MgO terraces
~the calculated value is 2.6 eV!. In gas phase the allowed
transition occurs at 3.9 eV. The fact that on the oxide surface
the transition is red shifted by 1.3 eV is a sign of the elec-
tronic changes induced on the metal upon adsorption.

~2! The geometry of Cu dimers and tetramers changes
slightly by effect of the interaction with the substrate. This is
not necessarily the case for all atoms and for all substrates
and reflects the fact that the Cu-Cu bonds are stronger than
the Cu-MgO ones. However, this helps in separating geomet-
ric from electronic effects in the analysis of the changes in
optical properties going from free to supported clusters. The
results show in fact that the geometrical changes have a
much smaller effect on the transitions than the interface
bonding. This depends on the site where the cluster is ad-
sorbed, but in general the Pauli repulsion shifts the Cu 4sp
filled and empty levels to higher energies. This effect domi-
nates the interaction with terrace and step sites. Here the Cu
cluster levels are well separated from the MgO valence band
and conduction band states, and the main effect on the elec-
tronic structure is related to the polarization of the cluster
orbitals induced by the support.

~3! On the F centers the presence of states in the gap of
the oxide leads to a strong mixing with the states of the Cu
atom or of the Cu clusters. This changes completely the na-
ture of the low-lying transitions and their energies. These
strong interactions do not deeply modify the geometry of the
adsorbate, but change significantly the electronic structure,
with partial charge transfer from the vacancy to the adsorbed
cluster. As a consequence, both the optical properties of the
isolated F center and of the Cu4 cluster are lost and replaced
by a series of transitions which involve states with mixed
character.
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